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Nils Lau

What is your level of industry experience?

What are some highlights from your resume?

Enterprise WiFi Network Design & Deployment
Enterprise Data Networking
Information Systems Security

I have been recognized over the years by my peers, upper management, and students alike 
during my 6 years at Nova Southeastern University.

One of many achievements is an encrypted WiFi design and deployment for the university, 
including core network integration and the implementation of network access control. The 
WiFi on the campus continues to serve the needs of our students and I have received a lot of 
recognition for my work within Nova Southeastern University.

Network Engineer
Nova Southeastern University
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Where did you receive your training/education?

Why did you choose the CWNE path? 

What do you hope to accomplish?

PhD. Information Systems. For the most part, my training has been self-paced, lab work, and 
field experience.

I found the CWNP certifications the best resources to succeed as a wireless engineer. 
The CWNP teach you the fundamentals that you can apply when doing WiFi design and 
deployments regardless of the wireless vendors. The CWNP curriculum has been a fulfilling 
path for me.

To be proficient when designing and implementing WiFi networks.

              
              

Why did you choose CWNP and its certifications
over other industry designations? 
The CWNP curriculum is vendor neutral. The CWNP resources helped me understand the 

fundamentals of wireless in order to be proficient using any WiFi vendor products.  

What aspects to becoming certified do you feel are 
most important?
The CWNP curriculum is real world oriented. Also, it boosts your confidence and knowlege. 
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What value will your CWNE provide to you, your 
clients, and/or your company?

What would you say to anyone considering a
CWNE designation?

Companies and clients benefit by having a third-party validate the competence of a wireless 
engineer, leading to a better industry reputation, higher-quality of work, and ultimately satisfied 
customers.

Don’t rush and enjoy the journey.          
              
              
              
            


